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Abstract. The exact theory for the rotationally symmetric deformation of a membrane

cap under either a gravitational force or a normal force is derived. It is shown that in

either case the exact theory can be reduced to a single, second-order, ordinary differential

equation for the determination of a quantity related to the radial stress. This equation is

specialized to the small strain case. Approximate theories are obtained from the exact

equations. In particular, the correct approximate equations are obtained when the applied

pressure is small and when the membrane cap is shallow. The shallow spherical cap is

treated as a special example.

1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to discuss the rotationally symmetric

deformation of membrane caps. Approximate nonlinear theories for membrane caps have

been described by Bromberg and Stoker [1] and Reissner [2], The spherical cap is a

configuration of special interest, and approximate solutions have been found using

asymptotic methods (cf. [1]) and numerical methods (cf. [3]).

In this paper we will discuss the exact theory of membrane caps. It is convenient to

formulate the equations in cylindrical coordinates (cf. Sec. 6). Thus we denote the unit

vectors in the r, 8, and z direction by er, ee, and k. In rectangular coordinates the vectors

are

er = cos Oi + sin 6], ee = -sin 6i + cos 6j, (l.l)

where i and j are the unit vectors in the jc and y directions. If the membrane undergoes an

axially symmetric deformation, a point whose position on the undeformed surface is given

by

R = rer+Z(r)k (1.2)
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698 R. W. DICKEY

will have a new position

R* = (r + u(r))er + (z(r) + w(/-))k (1.3)

after the deformation, u and w are the displacements in the radial and z directions. The

radial and circumferential strains which arise from the deformation described by (1.2) and

(1.3) are

u' + z'w' + t(w')~ +
£„ = ———  

m2

u 1 w

E»-~r + 27'

(1.4a)

(1.4b)

where

m2 = 1 + (z')2 (1-5)

(' = d/dr). The equilibrium equations are:

J I „,(r + „)(! + „') (]6a)

dr \ ■Ja + uf+ I 4

= 0, (1.6b)
d I ar(r + m)(z' + w') I P2

dr 1 ]j{l + w')2 +(z' + w')2 / k

where a(. and oe are the radial and circumferential stresses and and P2 are the

components of applied force per unit undeformed area in the r and z directions. We will

treat two cases of interest. If the force is in the z direction (e.g. gravity) then

P1 = 0, P2 = rmP{r). (1.7)

If the force is in the direction normal to the undeformed surface (this is the assumption of

the Bromberg-Stoker theory) then

Pl = -rz'P(r), P2 = rP{r). (1.8)

In both (1.7) and (1.8) P(r) is the prescribed force per unit undeformed area. We note

that in the case of the plane membrane (z' = 0, m = 1) equations (1.7) and (1.8) reduce to

the same equations. The system of equations (1.4) and (1.6) is completed by two

constitutive laws. In their general form they can be written

ar = ar(er,£e), (l-9a)

ag = ae(er,ee). (1.9b)

If the strains are small equations (1.9) can be taken as Hooke's law,

= E 2(£r + "Eg). (1.10a)
1 — v

°e = . E 2(ee + "O (1.10b)
1 - v

where E and v are the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio.
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The boundary conditions to be prescribed on the equations (1.4), (1.6), and (1.9) are

m(0) = w'(0) = w(a) = 0, (ill)

where a is the radius of the base of the undeformed membrane. In addition we prescribe

either the radial displacement at the boundary (displacement condition)

u{a) = /x, (1.12)

or the radial stress (stress condition)

ar(a) = a. (1.13)

In [4] it was shown that the exact equations for the rotationally symmetric deformation

of a plane circular membrane could be reduced to a single, second-order, ordinary

differential equation for the determination of a quantity related to the radial stress. In

Section 2 it will be shown that a similar result holds for equations (1.4), (1.6), and (1.9). In

Section 3 the small strain theory is obtained as a special case of the exact theory described

in Section 2. In Sections 4 and 5 the small strain theory is discussed for both the

gravitational case (cf. (1.7)) and the normal pressure case (cf. (1.8)).

The plane membrane is of course a special case of the membrane cap. It is shown that

the theory for membrane caps does reduce to the theory for plane circular membranes

described in [4], In addition the relation between the exact theory for the plane circular

membrane and the approximate theories due to Foppl [5] and to Reissner [6,7] are

described.

In Sections 4 and 5 the appropriate shallow cap approximations are obtained in both

the gravitational case and normal pressure case and the spherical cap is treated as a case

of special interest. In the appendix (Section 6) the equations (1.4) and (1.6) are derived.

2. Reduction of the equations. In this section it will be shown that the equations (1.4),

(1.6), and (1.9) can be reduced to a single equation. For this purpose it is convenient to

rewrite equations (1.4) in the form

]j( 1 + u')2 +(z' + w')2 = m^2er + 1 , (2-la)

r 4- u = r^2ee + 1 . (2.1b)

It is a consequence of (2.1) that the equilibrium equations (1.6) can be written

d ( rlr( 1 + u') \ P1
— {  \ - wS, + — = 0, (2.2a)
dr \ m j2tr 4- 1 ) h

d f rlr(z' + w')
dr

where

m^TT
+ = o, (2.2b)

= arj 2ee + 1 , 2e = a„fier + 1 . (2.3)
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After integration equations (2.2) become

rZf(l + u')

m\j2er 4- 1

rlr(z' + w')

= rS - rFx, (2.4a)

= ~rF2, (2.4b)
m

where

and

A2cr + 1)

rS = ( m1.gdT (2.5)
Jo

rFx = \^Gp^dT, rFi = i i0 Pi^dT- (2-6)

Both and F2 are known functions (cf. (1.7) or (1.8)). Equations (2.4) imply that

r2?2 = r2F2 + r2(S - F^2. (2.7)

Combining (2.7) and (2.4) we find

p2+{S- Fx)2, (2.8a)

, , , F2(\ + «')

5 - Fl '

It follows from (2.1a) and (2.8b) that

m^2er + 1 (S- Fj)
1+W = X 

(2.8b)

(2.9)

It is a consequence of (2.5) that

^e = —„T-- (2-10)

Equation (2.1b) implies that

1 4- ,/ =
dr

1 + «' = ^(r/27TT), (2.11)

so that (cf. (2.9))

A ,  > mJle + 1 (S - F,)
= (2.12)

The functions er and ee in (2.12) are determined by the constitutive laws (1.9) which can

be written

^=r = ar(er,e#), -== = og(er, eg). (2.13)
/2^tt r r /2i^rr
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We will assume that the equations (2.13) have a unique solution for er and ee as functions

of 2r and 2e, i.e.,

Er = Er(^r, 2ff), £e = e»(2r, 2e). (2.14)

This is certainly the case for small strains where Hooke's law applies. Since 2r and 2tf are

known functions of 5 arid S' (cf. (2.8a) and (2.10)) equation (2.12) becomes a second-order

ordinary differential equation for the determination of S. Once S is determined the

quantities 2,. and 2fl are given by (2.8a) and (2.10). The strains are determined by (2.14),

the stresses by (2.3), and the displacements by (2.4).

The boundary conditions on equation (2.12) are nonlinear relations involving S and S'.

In particular, the displacement condition (1.12) becomes (cf. (2.1b))

1 +£=1/28tf(2r,2tf) + l|r_a (2.15)

while the stress condition (1.13) becomes (cf. (2.3))

2.

y'2£fl(2r, 29) + 1
(2.16)

Of course both 2r and 1g are known functions of S and S'. In addition to (2.15) or (2.16)

S(r) should be finite at r = 0.

3. Small strains. In this section we will specialize the exact theory described in Section 2

to the case of small strains. Thus in equation (2.12) we will replace ]j2er + 1 and <J2ee + 1

by 1 + er and 1 + et) which are exact up to terms quadratic in er and ee. In any case

(2.12) becomes

, . d , \ m{ 1 + er)(S - Fj) ^ ^
l+^("«) = ^( ^

The appropriate constitutive laws in the small strain case are the Hooke's laws (1.10).

Since the strains are assumed small the Hooke's laws can be written in terms of 2r and

(cf. (2.3)). In particular,

er = ^(2r-v2tf), efl = ^(29-,2r). (3.2)

These expressions are also exact up to quadratic terms in er and eg.

Combining (3.1) and (3.2) we find

1 t d I r(rS)'\ mjS-Fj
dr | Em I 2,

, rniS-F,)
+ |j"((r2FilY + 2r(S - F1)(rF1)'). (3.3)

E 2/-£2r

The notation is simplified if we introduce the change of variable

T=S/E, G1 = Fl/E, G2 = F2/E (3.4)
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so that

2r = £/G22+(r-G,)2 (3.5)

and equation (3.3) becomes

T , dir{rT)'\ m(T — Gt)

dr\ m I /g22 +(t- gJ2

+ m(r-G,) + " f(('2Cf)' + 2r(r- G1)(rG1)').
Ir^Gj +{T- Gxf

(3-6)

The plane circular membrane is a special case of (3.6). In particular if z' = 0 (m = 1),

which implies Gj = 0 (cf. (1.7) or (1.8)), equation (3.6) becomes

, T v(R2G2)'
r2T" + 3rT' = - - 1 4-—V 27 3.7)

/G22 + T2 + T2

where

<3-8'

We note that if the last term on the right of (3.7) is neglected we obtain

r2r" + 3 rT' = , T - 1. (3.9)

/G22 + T2

In slightly different variables this is the theory proposed by Reissner for the plane circular

membrane (cf. [6,7]). If it is assumed that G2/T -» 0 as G2 -» 0 then for small G2

equation (3.7) becomes

Q
r2T" + 2rT' = -—2-. (3.10)

IT

This is the theory proposed by Foppl [5]. The relation between (3.10) and the exact

equations for the plane circular membrane was described in [4], The solutions of (3.9) and

(3.10) have been discussed in [8-11].

4. The gravity case. In this section we will discuss the case in which the applied pressure

is in the z direction (cf. (1.7)). The equation (3.6) becomes

d / r(rT)'\ mT v{r2^l) ,.
1+—I—   r + mT +  ; , (4.1)

/G2 + T2 2/-/G2 + T2

c'--ki7mP''7- (4-2)

dr | m

where
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The boundary conditions on (4.1) are |T"(0)| < oo and either the displacement condition

(cf. (2.15))

- v{Gl + T2) = ^ (4.3)
m )r=a a

or the stress condition (cf. (2.16))

/

Go + T2

, E' <4'4)
"l r = a

One case of special interest is the zero pressure case, i.e., G2 = 0. We assume the

prescribed boundary condition (either a or ju) is not zero. In this simple situation equation

(4.1) reduces to the linear equation

<4-5)

We note that the solution of (4.5) is not zero nor does it approach zero as the boundary

data approaches zero (unless z' = 0). Since T # 0 equation (2.4b) implies that z' + w' = 0

or equivalently w = -z, i.e., the deformed membrane is flat. Thus the solution of (4.5)

determines the stress distribution in a membrane cap which has been deformed into a

plane membrane.

It seems unlikely that a membrane cap would actually be deformed into a plane

membrane by the application of arbitrarily small boundary stress a or boundary displace-

ment ju.. However, this is the only angle-independent solution. Thus it is likely that the

actual observed solution to this boundary value problem would be angle-dependent. Of

course the verification of the existence of such solutions would rest on the study of a more

general theory in which angular dependence is included.

If the applied pressure G2 ± 0 and the boundary stress a or boundary displacement /i is

sufficiently small then it is reasonable to expect that the actual deformation is indepen-

dent of angle and it makes sense to study the solution of (4.1) in this case. We are

interested in solutions of (4.1) which have the property that w —> 0 and T —> 0 as G2 -» 0

(i.e., as P2 —> 0). These are the axially symmetric solutions which approach the unde-

formed cap as P2 —> 0.

Assuming small strains, equation (2.4b) can be written

, , , Fim(l + O ^
z + w =   =;  (4.6)

or, equivalently,

z' + w' = --
G-,m I 1

^G1 + T
2,. and can be rewritten in terms of T and T' so that

l+^(Zr-*Z9)). (4.7)

G-,m I I—^ 7 v(rT)' , , ,
+ w = --=== \ + Jg2 + T   L\. 4.8

Go + T2 I m
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Equation (4.8) and the assumption that T -» 0 and w -» 0 as G2 -* 0 lead to the condition

lim = —z'. (4.9)
c2^o J

It is convenient to rewrite (4.9) in the form

G
-f=-z' + v (4.10)

where u is small when G2 is small.

In order to obtain an approximate theory for small values of G2, we rewrite equation

(4.1) in the form

±1'Aim. „T, " _1+ j&l fa) (4.ii)
OA2 ./, ./<V2

dr 1 m

1+l-yl l/l+l^

or using (4.10)

dr\ m I VI +(v-z')2 y 1 +(v — z')

Since v is a small quantity (when G2 is small) the right side of (4.12) can be expanded in

powers of v. Up to terms of second order in u we have

d(r(rT)'\ vz'(rG2)'
— ml = — 

dr

+ | lL+^\v + l*^ + ±^hYW. (4,3)
m m ; \ 2m 2m

Using (4.10) equation (4.13) can be rewritten in terms of T. This equation is an

approximate theory which applies when the applied pressure is small. It is not a shallow

cap theory. Indeed no assumptions have been made on the magnitude of z'. However, the

plane membrane (z' = 0) is a special case. If z' — 0 equation (4.13) reduces to

r2T" + 3rT' = v(rG2)'^-~|. (4.14)

This equation is related to the Foppl equation for the plane circular membrane (cf. [5]). In

fact it is of higher-order accuracy than the Foppl equation and reduces to the Foppl

equation when G2 is sufficiently small.

One case of particular interest is the shallow cap theory, i.e., \z'\ « 1. In this case

equation (4.13) can be replaced by

r2T" + 3rT' = -vz\rG2)' +(z' + v{rG1)')v - ^v1. (4.15)
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Using (4.16) to replace v in (4.15) we find

riT" + 3rT' = ^ + v(rG2)'%- - \ , (4.16)2 v 2/ T 2 \ T

where the forcing term G2 is given by (cf. (4.2))

G'-ikf0rpwdr (417)

when the membrane is shallow.

It remains to determine the appropriate boundary conditions for equation (4.13). There

is no difficulty in showing that when G2 is small the displacement boundary condition

(4.3) becomes

^--wir) = ^ (4.18)
m a

/ r = a

while the stress boundary condition (4.4) becomes

(mT)r=a = (4.19)

In the shallow cap theory, i.e. equation (4.16), the two boundary conditions (4.18) and

(4.19) became

aT'(a) +(1 - v)T(a) =.(4.20)

T(a) = f. (4.21)

Once T is determined the stresses and displacements are easily found. There is no

difficulty in showing that when G2 is small

ar = EmT, (4.22a)

°e = E~~~~ > (4.22b)

and u and w are determined from

u = r(-  — vmT j, (4.23a)

w' = z'imT — v— —). (4.23b)
m

Of course in the shallow cap theory equations (4.22) and (4.23) are replaced by

ar = ET, (4.24a)

og = E(rT)', (4.24b)

m = r({rT)' - vT), (4.25a)

w' = z'(T- v{rT)'). (4.25b)
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As a case of special interest consider a membrane cap consisting of a section of a

spherical surface of radius R. The equation of the cap is given by

z = \/R2 - r2 - ]/r2 - a2, 0 < r < a. (4.26)

Thus z' is given by
-yp

(4.27)

where

p = r/a, y = a/R- (4-28)

If the cap is shallow then y c 1 so that z' is approximated by

z' = -yp. (4.29)

If we assume P is constant there is no difficulty in showing that equation (4.16) reduces to

(4'30)

where

P2a2

*■-!£. (4-31)

The displacement boundary condition is

^+{\-v)t) =^, (4.32)
dp )p=l a

and the stress boundary condition is

T( l) = f. (4.33)

In either case T(p) should be finite at p = 0. The stresses and displacements are

determined from equations (4.24) and (4.25):

ar = ET, (4.34a)

og = E-jfc(pT), (4.34b)

= pl^-(pT)-pT), (4.35a)
a [dp

<4-35b)

5. The normal pressure case. In this section we will consider the case in which the

pressure is normal to the undeformed surface. The governing equation is (3.6) where

<5"
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Just as in the previous section we wish to study solutions which have the property that

both T —> 0 and w-»0asP->0(G! —>0 and G2 0). It is a consequence of (2.4b), the

assumption of small strains, and (3.2) that

z' + w' = ~Gim (l + ̂ Gl+(T-G,f - ^P-), (5.2)
/g22 + (T- Gx) ' I

or equivalently,

ira
z' + w' = —

T - Gy

1 +
T- Gj

.(5.3)

As Gx -* 0 and G2 —> 0 we require that T -* 0 and w —» 0. It follows from (5.3) that

lim T Glr = ~z'. (5.4)
/>->o 1 ~ U1

Thus we write

G2
= -z' + v. (5.5)

T - Gx

where u is small when P is small. Using (5.5) we can rewrite equation (3.6) as

*{dLl£)-m(r-C|)- " — \
dr\ m I ]J\ + (j; — z')2

+ , " ={(rG2)'(v - z') +(rGi)'). (5.6)

VI +(v - z')2

It is a consequence of equation (5.1) that equation (5.6) can be written

d I r{rT)'\ (rr ^ N m
1 1 — m(T — G{) = — 1

dr \ m fl

-2vz'(rG2)' v(rG2)'

1 T + ) (5'7)
yl +(v - z') yl +(d - z')

where we have used the fact that (cf. (5.1))

(/■G,)' = -z'(rG2)'. (5.8)
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Since v is a small quantity when P is small, we will only retain terms up to second order

in v. Thus equation (5.7) can be replaced by

d{r{rT)'\ /rr 2 vz'{rG2)'
—1  1 - m(T - Gx) =     
dr 1 m

+
z

+
(l -(z')2)v{rG2y

2 3m m

(5.9)
\ 2m m J

Equation (5.9) can be rewritten entirely in terms of T using (5.5).

The boundary conditions on (5.9) are easily determined from (2.15) or (2.16) and the

assumption of small strains. The displacement condition becomes

)_-£. (5.10)

The stress condition is given by

(m(T-(?,))_ = f. (5.11)

The condition at the center remains unchanged, i.e., |7"(0)| < oo.

Once T is determined the stresses and displacements are easily found. Thus we find (cf.

(2.8a), (2.10))

ar=Em(T-Gl), (5.12a)

0fl=£VTL. (5.!2b)
m

The displacements are given by

(rT)'
— vm(T — Gx) , (5.13a)

m

w' = z'lm(T - (5.13b)

Just as in Section 4 we note that the above theory is not a shallow cap theory. However,

if z' = 0, equation (5.9) reduces to equation (4.14)—the equation for the plane membrane.

If | z'| <sc 1, i.e. the shallow cap theory, equation (5.9) can be replaced by

■Jr{r(rTY) -(T- Gi) = -2vz'{rG2)' +(z' + v(rG2)')v - y, (5.14)

or, using (5.5),

2

~{r(rT)')-(T-Gl) = ^~- vz'(rG2)'

G2 1 / G2

+ "^'r^-2(5-15)

2
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Equation (5.15) is simplified if we introduce a new dependent variable

Y — T — Gv (5.16)

In this new variable, equation (5.15) becomes

+ 3,r = ^-- vz'(rG2)' - f/irGj + v(rG2)'%■ - ■ (5-17)

The boundary conditions for the shallow cap theory are determined from (5.10) or (5.11).

In particular, the displacement condition becomes

{(rY)' + vY)r_a = ^-(rGl)'r=a- (5-18)

The stress condition is given by

Y(a) = Jr. (5.19)

The center condition is |T(0)| < oo. The stresses and displacements are (cf. (5.12) and

(5.13))

ar= EY, (5.20a)

oe = E((rY)' +(rG,)'), (5.20b)

u = r((rY)' - vY) + r{rGx)' (5.21a)

w' = z'(Y- v{rY)') - vz'(rGx)'. (5.21b)

As in Section 4 we consider the special case of the shallow spherical cap under constant

pressure. In the notation of Section 4 (cf. (4.26)-(4.29))

"X'O- <"2»

The differential equation (5.17) becomes

where k is defined in (4.31). The boundary conditions on (5.23) are easily found from

(5.18) and (5.19). The displacement condition is

~+(\-u)y] =^ + yk)/2 (5 24)

and the stress condition is

dp /p=i

Y( 1) = |. (5.25)

Of course the condition at the center remains |T(0)| < oo. The stresses are

°r(p) = EY(p), (5.26a)

a«(p) = £(^(pT)+Y^3/2p2)- (5.26b)
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The displacements are determined by

| = pL^I+(l _ „)y+ yA:3/2p2), (5.27a)

1 dw

a dp
yp(,p^-(l — p)Y j + vy2k3/2p}. (5.27b)

6. Appendix. The exact equations. In this section we will derive the strain displacement

equations (1.4) and equilibrium equations (1.6). In order to determine the strains we note

that, as a result of the deformation described by (1.2) and (1.3), an element of length ds

before deformation is transformed into an element of length ds* after deformation where

{ds)2 = dR- dR= (\ +(z')2)(dr f + r2(d0)2, (6.1)

(ds*)2 = JR* • dR*

- " "" " ' l' +MW +(l + "frW. (6.2)
1 + (z )

z

a0h[( 1 + u')2 +

\P

Fig. 1.
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The strains are determined by

(ds*)2 — (ds)2 = 2er(l + (z')2)dr2 + 2 eer2(dd)2. (6.3)

It follows that er and ee are given by (1.4a) and (1.4b).

In Fig. 1 we have drawn an element of the deformed membrane and indicated the

magnitude of the forces on the positive faces. The unit normal to the face r = constant is

(1 + u')er +(z' + w')k

/(I + u')2 + (z' + w'f

and the unit normal to the face 0 = constant is eg. Thus equilibrium requires

orh{r + m)[(1 + u')er +{z' + w')k]

(6.4)

[(1 + U')2 +(z' + w')2]l/1

+ <J0/z[(l + u'Y +{z' +

r + Ar

a 0

(6.5)
0 + A0

+ AP = 0.

We consider two choices for A P. In either case AP is the force per unit undeformed area

and its direction is in either the z direction or normal to the undeformed surface. The area

of the element depicted in Fig. 1 before deformation is

A A
9R BR
9r X 90

ArM. (6.6)

This quantity is easily calculated from (1.2). Thus

9R 9R
9/- X 90

so that

9R X W = (er + Z'k) X(re«) = r(~Z'er + k)' • (6-7)

A A = ry 1 +(z')2\rA9 = rm\r\8. (6.8)

If AP is the z direction then

A P = (rmPArM)k (6.9)

where P is the force per unit undeformed area. The unit normal to the undeformed

surface is obtained from (6.7). Thus we find

-z'e, + k
n = .

m

It follows that in the normal pressure case

-z'er + k

m

(6.10)

A P = (miPA/A0)|

= rP(-z\ + k)A/A0. (6.11)

In either the gravity case (6.9) or the normal pressure case (6.11) we can write

AP = (PYer + />2k)ArA0, (6.12)

where P1 and P2 are given by either (1.8) or (1.9).
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The equilibrium equations are obtained by dividing equation (6.5) by hhrA6 and taking

the limit as Ar -» 0 and A6 —> 0. We find

d_ I or(r + m)[(1 + u')er + (z' + w')k] \

dr\ [(1 -u')2+(z' + w')2Y/2 i

+ a#[(l + u'Y +(z' + w')2] / er + -~er + k = 0. (6.13)

The equations (1.6) are an immediate consequence of (6.13).
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